[Perspectives of application of evidence-based measures of blood pressure control in patients with arterial hypertension].
of the study was to assess advantages and disadvantages of existing measures of adequacy blood pressure (BP) control and their appropriateness in Russian population of patients with arterial hypertension (AH). Two indicators were studied with the help of American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association methodology (ACC/AHA, 2005): Russian AH registry indicator "Achieving and maintenance of the goal BP" and indicator "Optimal AH treatment" adopted from UK and US measures for the data of Russian AH registry. Each indicator was calculated in the same group comprising 37 827 patients with diagnosis AH. The data from the year 2011 were used. Indicator "Achieving and maintenance of the goal BP" was evaluated in 27% of eligible patients. Extrapolation to the total study group showed that portion patients with goal BP was 17.5%. Indicator "Optimal AH treatment" was evaluated in 47.5% of its target group. Extrapolation to the total study group showed that portion of optimally treated patients was 42.4%. Analysis with the help of ACC/AHA methodology demonstrated feasibility of using both indicators for assessment of degree of BP control among Russian AH patients. According to its characteristics indicator "Optimal AH treatment" was found appropriate for monitoring the effectiveness of AH treatment on popular level. Use of indicator "Achieving and maintenance of the goal BP" in the system of interrelated quality measures was considered to be appropriate for audit of completeness of implementation of recommended treatments in medical care delivered to AH patients. Measures of adequacy of BP control being realized in Russia and abroad allow to characterize reliably the effectiveness of treatment among Russian AH patients and may be implemented on different organizational levels of healthcare system for monitoring of clinical situation in population as well as for audit of work of healthcare units.